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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Few and Far & Sol Collective Presents the Few and Far Two Year Anniversary Skate Jam

Sacramento, CA (May 20, 2013) – Few and Far, in conjunction with Sol Collective, is excited to be 
presenting the Few and Far Two Year Anniversary Skate Jam on Saturday, June 1, 2013 at 
Granite (“Power Inn”) Skate Park in Sacramento, CA.

Open to all ages and abilities, activities begin at 12:00pm and include a female skate session, 
youth street art and graffiti workshop, and prize raffle, with music provided by DJ Esef. During 
the course of the jam, members of the Few and Far crew will be demonstrating live art and 
skateboarding. The non-competitive event, directed towards the participation and celebration of 
female skateboarders and artists, aims to showcase individual skills and talents within a positive 
and supportive community environment.

In October 2011, Few and Far’s All Female Skate Gathering was their inaugural assemblage of 
female artists and skateboarders, drawing participants throughout the West Coast and beyond. 
Building upon the successes and praise of the event, Few and Far is looking forward to once 
again rally together local and outside skateboarding and street art communities for a day of fun 
and camaraderie. 

For additional information on the Few and Far Two Year Anniversary Skate Jam, stay tuned to 
fewandfarwomen.com, facebook.com/Few.and.Far.Women, and follow @FewandFarWomen on 
Instagram and Twitter.

About Few and Far: 
Established in June 2011, Few and Far is a movement centered around bringing together talented 
women involved in graffiti, skateboarding, and street art; consisting of a team of openly minded, 
highly creative, cutting edge, dedicated, everyday females. Throughout various public and high 
profile venues, Few and Far strives to connect women by creating platforms for social and 
artistic exchange. In highlighting their commitment to their craft, Few and Far seeks to expand 
this movement and their involvement in local and global communities alike, all the while building 
a network of strong friendships and connections.

Contact Information:
Meme, Few and Far Event Coordinator
fewandfarevent@gmail.com

Jen Valenzuela, Few and Far Skate Representative
fewandfarskate@gmail.com


